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The Year is 1920 
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Universe is one 

galaxy 

 

Spiral nebula part of 

Milky Way 

 

 

 

300,000 lyr in 

diameter 

 
 

Milky Way one of 

many galaxies 

 

Spiral nebula 

distant galaxies 

500,000 to 10 

million lyr distant 

 

 30,000 lyr in    

 diameter 
 

 

The Scale of the Universe? 

 

 

1. Where are we in the   

    universe? 

 

2. What are “spiral nebulae”? 

 

 

 

 

3. What is our Milky Way  

    galaxy like? 

No accepted answers 
to the questions 

April 26, 1920 
A great debate is about to occur 
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Cosmology 

All civilizations have had cosmology 



Cosmology 



 Cosmic Journey 
13.8 billion years 



Pathway thru the Cosmic Journey 

Ideas Tools 

Ideas proposed 

 

Hypothesis developed 

 

Hypothesis revised 

 

Hypothesis becomes  

accepted theory 

Observations made 

 

Better observations 

 

More observations made 

 

New answers provided 

 

Ongoing process  
 
Scientific method 

    Questions are there 

Answers keep changing 
 



Ancient World View 

Uniform, circular motion 

 

Earth unique central position  

 

 

 

Almagest in about 150 CE 

 

 

 

 

 

Astrolabe medieval Islamic world 

Dominated thinking for 2,000 years 



Sun at the center of the universe 

 

Aristarchus of Samos 265 BCE 

Greek astronomer 

 

 

Nicholas Copernicus  1540 CE 

Renaissance-era mathematician and 

astronomer 

 

Referenced Islamic works cosmology 

Earth is losing its significance 

The Start of Scientific Cosmology 

New Idea 

310 – 230 BCE 



                                Scientific observations 

 

First to use telescope 

 

Accepted Sun-centered Universe 

       

Scripture and Copernicanism  

were compatible 

 

Observed phases of Venus 

 

 

 

 

 

1564 – 1642 
Galileo Galilei 

17th   Century Scientific Revolution 

Scientific observational proof  
Sun center of solar system 

New Tool 
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1571 – 1630 
Johannes Kepler 

Kepler's Laws of Planetary Motion 

Foundation for Newton’s  

theory of Universal Gravitation 

New Idea 

Non-circular motion 

New Tool 

         Mathematics  

 

Used to describe 

observations 
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Acceptance of sun-centered  

universe 

 

17th century Ptolemy physics  

no longer worked  

 

 

Observation of retrograde motion 

required new explanation 

 

 

 

           
                             Central problem of cosmology 

The Start of Scientific Cosmology 



Explained how objects move  

under influence of gravity  

 

Motions in the heavens 

obey the same laws of 

movement as bodies on Earth 
 

The Mechanical Universe 

(1643 – 1727) 
Isaac Newton 

Physics is Physics 

New Idea 



Universe static with infinite 

number of stars 

 

Problem applying gravity  

to entire universe 

 

Gravity attracts – all matter  

should clump into one big ball 

 

No observations show clumping 

 

Still Newton accepted  
static universe idea 

 The Universe in 1720 

Creator  

placed stars “an immense distance from one another” 

Static Universe 

Newton’s Universe 
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1750 - Thomas Wright (astronomer) 

1755 - Immanuel Kant (philosopher) 

 

             – speculate other Island Universes (galaxies) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1785 – William Herschel counts stars 

  and sketches Milky Way 

Ideas and Tools 
New Idea 

New Tool 



Telescopes improve 

 

Multiple observations yield same results 

 

Data collected 

 

New hypotheses developed 

Newton 1668              Naval Observatory 1870            Mt. Wilson 1917 

Galileo 1609 

    Tools 



Astronomers work from home 

- Cannot go to the stars, 

  cannot bring the stars 

  into the laboratory 

 

- All information 

  from observing 

LIGHT 



Two important new tools of astronomy 



LIGHT Analyzing light from stars/galaxies 

composition surface temperature 
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Improved data from photography 



(1879 – 1955) 
Albert Einstein 

1905 Special Theory of Relativity 

 

 - all motion relative 

 - speed of light is constant 

 

 Mass-energy equivalence     

 

                      E = mc2 

The Mechanical Universe 

New Idea 



Astronomers begin to measure distances 

1 light year (lyr) = how far light travels in one year 

New Tools 

9.5 trillion km   5.9 trillion miles 

300,000 kilometers/sec 
186,000 miles/sec 



Astronomers begin to measure distances 

1. Parallax 

 

2. Variable stars 

New Tools 



Astronomers begin to measure distances 

Parallax 

New Tool 

61 Cygni    11.4 lyr      0.28 arcseconds 

Observation confirmed a bigger universe 



Standard Candle Ladder 



Cepheid Variable Stars and Distance Measurement 

1912 Discovers Cepheid star 

         relationship between  

         brightness and period 

 

         Brighter star longer period          

New Tool 

Cepheid Variable Stars 



1918 - Harlow Shapley measures  
            distances to globular clusters 
 
           -  locates center of the Milky Way 
 
           - Sun not at the center of  
             the Milky Way 

Cosmology – Tools 
Island Universes 

26,000 lyr 

100,000 lyr 

Shapley Measures Distances inside Milky Way 



1923  Discovers Cepheid variable stars in   

         Andromeda Galaxy (Messier 31) 

 

 Calculates distance at 1 million lyr      

           (modern 2.5 million lyr) 

 

 Observational evidence Universe 

           is larger than the Milky Way  

Hubble Measures Distances to Galaxies 

Edwin Hubble 
1889 - 1953 

New Tool 

Cepheid Variable Stars  



Star That Changed the World  V 1 



Questions of Great Debate Being Resolved 

1. Where are we in the Universe? 

 

     - Not in the center of the solar system or the Milky Way 

 

 

2. What are “spiral nebula”? 

 

 

      

 

3. What is our Milky Way galaxy like? 

 

     - 100,000 lyr in diameter 

Answers result of observations 



As we move forward with the story of the Universe 



Science Lesson # 1               Doppler Effect 

Source of sound moves 
Frequency of sound changes 

Source of light moves 
Color of light changes 



Science Lesson # 1               Doppler Effect 

Red Shift Blue Shift 
Arcturus Sirius 
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Redshift Detection 

1919 - Flagstaff 

 

Observes redshifts of galaxies 

 

Most moving away from the Milky Way 

 

He said they were “drifting in space” 

 

Did not publish his observations 

1875 – 1969 
Vesto Slipher 

New Tool 

Spectroscopy 



The Mechanical Universe 

(1879 – 1955) 
Albert Einstein 

The Theory of  
General Relativity 
not widely accepted 

New Idea 

1915 General Theory of Relativity 

Gravity a geometric property of space and time 
 
Spacetime 



Applies 10 field equations to an 

assumed static universe 

 

Answers predicted that gravity 

should shrink or expand Universe 

 

No observations that universe was 

shrinking or expanding 

 

Accepted static universe and 

added term to keep Universe static 

 
Called “cosmological constant” 

The Mechanical Universe 

(1879 – 1955) 
Albert Einstein 

The Theory of  
General Relativity 
not widely accepted 

New Idea 

1915 General Theory of Relativity 



GTR predicted location of 

star to be shifted by SUN 

 

Observes prediction 

 

Confirmation of the  

Theory of General Relativity 

 

Confirmation result of 

observation 

 

Einstein Proven Correct May 29, 1919 

predicted location 

GTR accepted, Einstein becomes famous 

New Tool 



Einstein was not alone 

Others solved Einstein field equations 

 

 

1917 – Predicted redshift 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1922 – Predicted expanding Universe 

New Ideas 



1927   Belgian Catholic Priest, astronomer  

           and professor of physics 

 

 His solution of field equations shows 

           expansion of universe and first  

           estimation of Hubble constant 

 

 Proposed the Universe began from the 

           primeval atom or the Cosmic Egg 

 

           First to suggest a BIG BANG 

 

1927  Einstein says “good math, bad physics”          

     1894 - 1966 
Georges Lemaître 

Expansion of Space 

New Idea 



The Universe in 1928 

Universe  

    - static 

    - infinite 

    - Milky Way one of many galaxies 

We are NOT at the CENTER of the Universe 
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Hubble searches for redshift 

  1889 - 1953 
Edwin Hubble 

 Directs Milton Humanson (assistant at  

 Mt. Wilson) to study faint nebula for 

 redshift 

 

 

1929  Together study relationship between 

           distance to galaxies and their   

           redshift (velocity) 

      1891 – 1972 
Milton Mumanson 

New Ideas 

redshift 



100 inch  
Hooker telescope 

Edwin Hubble 
1889 - 1953 

Expansion of Space 

Observations show  

As distance 
increases 
 
Redshift 
increases 
 
Receding velocity  
increases 



The farther the galaxy, the faster it moves away from us 

V = H0 X d 

Hubble’s Law 

V = velocity 

H0= Hubble constant 

d = distance 

The Universe is expanding 

New Idea 



Hubble’s Law 

Mpc = 3.3 million light years 

Expansion rate 



Cosmological Redshift 

New Idea 



Expansion of Space 

Expansion appears  

the same  

 

from every position  

in the Universe 



V =  H0 X d 

Hubble’s Law 

V = velocity 

H0= Hubble  constant 

d = distance 

The value for the Hubble constant  

becomes the “holy grail” for astronomy 

 

 

Observed Value for H0 has  

varied over time 

 

Best current is 73.8 km/sec/Mpc 

 
3% uncertainty  

Mpc = 3.26 million lyr 

New Idea 



The inverse of Hubble’s 

constant is how long it takes 

the universe to reach its 

present size  

 

 

Current best estimate  

 

13.8 billion years 
 

The Age of the Universe 

H0 

--------- 

1 
Time = = 13.8 

New Idea 



The Behavior of Space 

General Theory of Relativity 



Hubble’s observations implied that 

distant galaxies were moving away 

from us 

 

 

If galaxies are moving away from us, 

some time in the past, they must have 

been clustered close together 

Significance of Hubble’s Law 

New idea – space is expanding from something 

New Idea 
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1933 Einstein and Lemaître meet after    

         Hubble discovery of expansion of  

         space 

 

Einstein says  “… most beautiful and 

satisfactory explanation of creation…”  

Expansion of Space 

1951 -  Pope Pius XII declared that  

            Lemaître's theory provided a   

            scientific validation of Catholicism 

             

Lemaître against mixing  

science with religion 



1948  - Predicted the big-bang universe  

             would at first be dominated by radiation  

 

          - Remnant of the radiation would remain 

             

          - Expanding universe would cool radiation  

            to very low energy 

            

          - Predicted temperature of the universe now  

            should be around 5 degrees Kelvin 

Ideas 

 1904 – 1968 

George Gamov 

New idea 



Big Bang Universe 

   

   - explosion 13.7 billion years  

     ago created all things 

   - began super-dense  

     and super-hot 

   - expanding and cooling  

     ever since 

 

Steady State Universe  

 

   - Universe is expanding 

   - new matter and new galaxies  

     continuously created  

   - no beginning and no end               

1950 Two Hypothesis of Status of Universe 

Expansion accepted 

 

Big Bang controversial 



Big Bang Universe 

   

    

Expansion of Space 1950 

1915 -2001  

Fred Hoyle 



Universe  

    - expanding 

        -- from smaller beginning (BIG BANG) 

        -- steady state 

    - infinite 

    - many galaxies     

The Universe in the 1950s 

We are Not at the Center of the Universe 
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The View of the Universe Changes 

Predicted Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation detected 

Big Bang hypothesis accepted 

May 20, 1964 



Must go back to the beginning of time 

To Understand Big Bang Hypothesis 



How to go Back to the Beginning 

Physics, math and astronomy 

 

Clues left by Big Bang 

 

Run the clock backward  



Science Lesson # 2         Structure of Matter 

quarks + quarks = protons & neutrons 

 

 

             protons + neutrons = nuclei 

 

             nuclei + electrons = atoms       

 Elementary Particles 

 

      quarks 
     electrons 



Science Lesson # 2         Structure of Matter 

                                          Elementary Particles 

      various combinations of    

      protons + neutrons + electrons 

      compose all the elements 



The Beginning 

Then time and space begin 



What did God do before He  

created the Universe? 

 

 

“He was preparing Hell for people  

who asked such questions.” 
 
 

354 – 430 CE 

Augustine of Hippo 



The Beginning 

Then time and space begin 



In the beginning 

radiation dominates 



Building the Universe 

Then things happen very quickly! 

 

10-43 seconds 

 

- Universe begins – Infinitely dense and hot 

 

10-35 to 10-33 seconds 

 

- Inflation increased the size of the universe  

  from smaller than the size of a proton to about     

  the size of a grapefruit 

  (more on this later) 

mostly photons of radiation 



1 second 

 

Universe cools 

 

Conditions became just right  

to give rise to the building blocks 

of matter  

 

 

Quarks and electrons are made 

 

https://home.cern/about/physics/early-universe 

Building the Universe 



A few millionths of a  

second later 

 

quarks combine to produce  

 

protons and neutrons 

 

Building the Universe 



Within minutes, these protons and neutrons  

combined into nuclei 

 

But still no atoms are formed 

Building the Universe 

X 



  Hydrogen formed from a proton and an electron 

 

  Universe is too hot for protons to hold an electron   

   and form a hydrogen atom  

 

  Atoms can not stay together 

 

  Soup of hydrogen nuclei (protons), electrons and radiation (photons) 

Hydrogen First Element to Exist 



Combining of parts into a single entity  

 

Temperature of the universe falls enough so that 

 atomic nuclei can form 

 

 Protons and neutrons fuse together to form  

 deuterium and helium 

Period of Nucleosynthesis 

Fusion 



Fusion occurs until the temperature of the universe falls 
too low for fusion to continue  

 

Temp drops from 1032 to 109 o K 

 

At the end of nucleosynthesis: 

 

– Hydrogen  76% 

– Helium      24% 

– Trace amounts of lithium  

    and beryllium  

Nucleosynthesis for 17 Minutes 



Elements in the Universe After 17 Minutes 

Distribution of light elements predicted by Big Bang 

76% 

24% 



Universe was ionized 

 

      Electrons could not bond  

      with the nucleus 

 

      Atoms could not “hold on” to  

      their electrons 

 

     Soon as a nucleus “captured” an  

     electron, a photon came along and  

     “kicked it” out 

 

     Universe was opaque because  

     electrons captured photons 

17 Minutes to 380,000 Years 
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Electrons bond with the nuclei  

and form stable atoms 

 

 

After recombination photons  

became “free” and travel  

through the Universe  

 

Visible today as the CMB 

Recombination after 380,000 Years 

CMB  



The first stable neutral atoms emitted light which has 

been traveling ever since, fighting the expansion of the 

Universe 

 

For 13.8 billion years they have been red shifting until 

today their wavelength is in the microwave part of the 

EMR spectrum 

 

Visible almost equally in all directions 

 

This light is predicted by the Big Bang Model 

Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation 



Strong Evidence for Acceptance of Big Bang Hypothesis 

Expansion of the Universe 

 

 

 

Predicted and observed  

percentages of hydrogen  

and helium in the Universe 

 

 

 

Predicted and observed CMBR 

 

 



Strong Evidence from Giant Particle Accelerators 

  Experiments duplicate early   

  conditions predicted in the    

  Universe 

 

  Temperatures achieved that existed 

   one ten-billionth (10−10) of  
   a second after the Big Bang 
 
  Predicted particles showed up    

  according to 

 

           E = mc2 

 
  Another form of observation 



The Universe After 380,00 years 

We have 

 

  - 75 % hydrogen 

 

  - 25 % helium 

 

  - very small amount of lithium 

 

 

How do we get stars, galaxies  

and planets? 

Go back to the inflation of the Universe 



Examine the Cosmic Microwave Background 

New questions 

 

1. Why is the large-scale universe nearly uniform? 

 

2. Where did the density enhancements of matter   

    come from that led to galaxy formation?  

     

       1 
--------------   OK 
  100,000 

2.73 oK 

1.063 mm 



Light from different directions looks the same 
 
13.8 billion years to reach observer 
 
Two sides of the universe we observe have never been in 
communication with each other 

Cosmological Principle 

A similar 
to B 

B similar 
to A 

Horizon Problem 



Inflation 

Early Universe in contact 

and A and B become similar 

 

After rapid expansion 

 

A and B remain similar 

   

Inflation increases the size 

of universe by a factor of 1026 

 

Expands from smaller than  

a proton to size of a grapefruit   

 

380,000  

Inflation gives answer to Horizon Problem 

A an B 
very similar 

B still  similar 
to A 

A still  similar 
to B 

New Idea 



After 380,000 Years Universe is Black 

 

“Cosmic Dark Ages” 

 

no visible light – full hydrogen gas 

 

CMB is in ultraviolet wavelength 

and stretching 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

universe expanding 



First Stars Born 

200 – 300 million years after Big Bang 
 
30 -300 times size of sun, millions times brighter 
 
Mostly hydrogen – grew very large – blueish 
 
Lived 10’ s millions years 

An artist's concept of what the first stars in the 
universe might have looked like. NASA/WMAP  

ultraviolet radiation 



How is a Star Made 

Gravity pulls gas and dust together – protostar 
 
Pressure and temperature increase and at very 
hot temperatures – fusion occurs 
 
Hydrogen combines to make helium 
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The First Stars 

Fusion hydrogen  

to iron 

End of life 

Star explodes 

M 1 
He, C, Ne, O, Si, Fe 

created 

He, C, Ne, O, Si, Fe 

scattered into space 
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M 1 

SUN 

Cycle repeated many times 

debris new stars 

Billions of Years 

Millions of Years 
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All other elements are from stellar explosions 

The Origin of Elements 



M 1 
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Very small scale Energy fields  

always fluctuating 

 

Slight uneven distribution 

of energy called Quantum ripples 

      

Inflation – preserved unevenness 

 

   - increased size of ripples and 

     created density enhancements 

 

   - grew into galaxies and  

     large scale structures  

 

2. Where did the density enhancements that  

   led to galaxies come from?  
New idea 



Density Enhancements Become Large Scale Structures 

Observable in the CMB 



M 1 

Galaxies Form 

Stars, gas, dust and 

dark matter held 

together by gravity 

 

 

 

 

Grow by collisions  
 

400 million - 1 billion years 
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GN-z11 is seen as it was 13.4 billion years 

 400 million years after the Big Bang 

 

GN-z11 is located in the direction of the 

constellation of Ursa Major 

GN-z11 Oldest Galaxy Observed 



Galaxies Today 

2 trillion galaxies 

 

90% not studied 

 

Job security 



Galaxy Structure Development Over Time 

Large scale structures 

https://www.emaze.com/@AOIZOWOI/Presentation-Name


Galaxy Clusters 



http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi9to_pqojZAhUs4YMKHWTEBkYQjRx6BAgAEAY&url=http://wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/staff/jarrett/papers/LSS/&psig=AOvVaw2A3r2spByLwgEWl00D7hys&ust=1517698792052473


The Universe in 1988 

Prediction 

New Tool 

Observation 

Universe  

    - expanding 

    - many galaxies  

    - long chains and sheets    



1988 How Will Universe End? 

Gravity halts expansion 

 

Universe would collapse 

ending in a fiery crunch 
 
 
 
 
 

Gravity too weak to stop expansion 
 
Universe would grow less dense  
and colder  
 
Galaxies moved farther apart  
Icy end  



Dark Matter 
 
Dark Energy 



We know what 4 % of Universe is 

Dark Energy 
74% 

Dark Matter 
23% 

Normal Matter 
4% 



Clusters  
of galaxies 

1898 – 1974 
Fritz Zwicky 

1928 – 2016 
Vera Rubin 

Galaxy  

rotation  

rates 
 

Dark Matter 

More mass needed to  

explain observed rotations 

Dark Matter 



Gravitational lensing 

Calculate amount of  

mass needed for the 

bending observed 

 

Dark matter added to have 

enough mass to produce 

observed effects 

Observed effects of Dark Matter 

Mass bends space  

and path of light 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjuz5jr7YjZAhXny4MKHdhYBosQjRx6BAgAEAY&url=https://oneminuteastronomer.com/9237/gravitational-lens/&psig=AOvVaw0JUlfAQYQ6v7HuiQMQasS3&ust=1517716668443663


Does not behave like normal matter 



Details in a future presentation 



Dark Matter 

For the younger crowd 



Astronomers Search for Better Value for Hubble Constant HO 

Two research teams used a particular kind of supernova, called  
 type Ia supernova 
 
Found over 50 supernovae whose light was weaker than expected  
 
Sign that the expansion of the Universe was accelerating 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjVlKjZ6ojZAhWkx4MKHUoUDXEQjRx6BAgAEAY&url=https://steemit.com/science/@anarchyhasnogods/how-distance-is-measured-in-space-part-two&psig=AOvVaw2zuPFJ-ViHXUulYMp8Kcgm&ust=1517715599765340
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiEpqDV3orZAhUI04MKHcIxBkMQjRx6BAgAEAY&url=http://www.astronomy.com/news-observing/ask astro/2009/07/could the nearby star sirius b explode as a type ia supernova like some other white dwarf stars in binary star systems have&psig=AOvVaw2J5r8aONWZ4fW9ocM941Kb&ust=1517781425851912


1989 

 

Observations show 

the universe is 

expanding at an 

increasing rate 

 

Accelerating since  

roughly 5 billion  

years ago 
 

The accelerating expansion of the universe  



Acceleration of the expansion 

implies the existence of some 

force to push galaxies apart 

 

Force called dark energy 

 

No idea of the nature of dark 

energy  

Dark Energy 



Einstein field equation 

1989 Universe discovered to have increased acceleration 

Universe expanding 

Universe static 

Universe expanding 



What is Dark Energy?  

Popular ideas 

Energy comes  

from empty space 

(vacuum energy) 

New force Special energy 

fields 

Not testable 
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The ΛCDM (Lambda cold dark matter) or Lambda-CDM model  
 
Model of the Big Bang in which the universe contains a  

cosmological constant denoted by Greek letter Lambda Λ  

 
Associated with dark energy and cold dark matter (CDM) 

Universe 2018 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CfkwfBtjX1A 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CfkwfBtjX1A


Standard model of Big Bang cosmology  

 

Simplest model that provides a  

 reasonably good account of 

 

   1. The existence and structure of the 

       cosmic microwave background 

 

   2. Large-scale structure of   

       distribution of galaxies 

 

   3. Abundance of hydrogen and helium 

 

   4. Accelerating expansion of the  

       universe 



Cosmology 

Large-scale development of  

the universe two competing 

processes: 
 
 

1. Ongoing expansion drives      

      galaxies apart 
 
 
 

2. Gravitational attraction of  

    matter which assembles   

    galaxies and larger-scale  

    structures            

How will the universe end? 



2018 Cosmology 

         How will the universe end?  

Present time 

What is role of dark energy? 
 
Will it remain constant? 
 
Will it change? 

2118 TAAS speaker will have the answer 



 Cosmic Journey 

Universe  

 

      - At beginning was incredibly small 

 

      - Grew to incredibly large 

 

We understand because of our ability to  

 

    - develop ideas 

 

    - perform observations 

 

    - adjust ideas to accommodate new information 

 

    - remain curious 

New Idea 

New Tools 



We have gone where no man has gone before 

Cosmic Journey 



Questions? 

taasdee@comcast.net 



The End 




